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Archway Health – Making Bundled Payment Simple

Mission
To fix healthcare through payment reform

Focus
To Partner with providers & payors to execute bundled payment programs

Built a comprehensive bundled payment platform including: Patient Tracking, Web-based Claims Data Analytics, Advisory Services, Preferred Provider Networks & Risk Sharing

Unique team of healthcare operators, data scientists, tech developers

We are a Convener in the CMS BPCI program & we support other BPCI Conveners

Currently working with over 50 providers of all types (Hospital, Physicians Groups, SNFs, HHAs) to manage their bundled payments programs.

www.archwayhealth.com
“Success occurs in small steps along the way, and seldom in a straight path.”
An Authority on the KISS Principle

“Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.”
Albert Einstein

If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.
– Albert Einstein
Caution!

Unintended Consequences Ahead
CHANGE TAKES TIME
Economic rationality does not happen instantly

[Image of a billboard with the text: "Rome wasn’t built in a day, if it were, we would’ve hired their contractor."]
Access the CEP Resources:
https://hcp-lan.org/groups/clinical-episodes-payment-cep-work-group/
CONTACT US
We want to hear from you!

www.hcp-lan.org

@Payment_Network

PaymentNetwork@mitre.org
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